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On generating functions for subalgebras
of free Lie superalgebras�
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Abstract

Let G be a free group of rank n and let H ⊂ G be a subgroup of a )nite index. Then H is also
a free group and the rank m of H is determined by Schreier’s formula m− 1= (n− 1) · |G : H |.
Any subalgebra of a free Lie algebra is free (Shirshov–Witt). But a straightforward analogue

of Schreier’s formula for free Lie algebras does not exist, it is easy to see that any subalgebra
of a )nite codimension has an in)nite number of generators.

But the appropriate formula exists in terms of formal power series. The result is obtained
in generality of free Lie superalgebras, graded by some semigroups. In this case instead of
formal power series we use elements of the completion of a semigroup ring, which are called
characters. As an application we specify the characters for free solvable Lie algebras. This result
is established in generality of free polynilpotent Lie superalgebras.

We also present similar results for exponential generating functions. c© 2002 Elsevier Science
B.V. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Free Lie algebras; Lie super algebras; Denominator identity solvable algebra;
Varieties; Codimension growth.

1. Introduction

In Section 1 we give necessary de)nitions and study characters and formal power
series for Lie superalgebras and their universal enveloping algebras. In Section 3
we establish Schreier’s formula for free Lie superalgebras in terms of characters
(Theorem 3.1), this is our main result. In Section 4 we apply this formula and specify
characters for free solvable (or more generally, free polynilpotent) Lie superalgebras
(Theorem 4.1). Next, in Section 5 we give a similar formula in case of exponen-
tial generating functions, called the complexity functions (Theorem 5.2). Finally, in
Section 6 we present its applications for complexity functions of varieties of Lie
algebras.
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2. Characters and series for graded Lie superalgebras

The ground )eld is denoted by K , it is arbitrary. We shall consider gradings by
semigroups �, satisfying the following conditions (or some of them):

(1) � is additive, abelian, )nite or countable;
(2) � satis)es 1niteness condition: each element can be presented as a sum of other

elements only in )nitely many ways;
(3) there exists a homomorphism � :� → Z2 = {±1}, i.e. �(�+	)= �(�)�(	); �; 	∈�.

Then � consists of even and odd elements: �=�+ ∪�−; �+ = {�∈� | �(�)= 1};
�− = {�∈� | �(�)=− 1}. This assumption is needed to study Lie superalgebras;

(4) � is well ordered and the order 6 is such that �¡	 always implies �+�¡	+�;
�; 	; �∈�;

(5) �+ 	¿� for all �; 	∈�, we call such semigroups positive.

Denote N0 =N∪ {0}= {0; 1; 2; : : :}. We shall keep in mind for our applications the
following three examples: N; Nk

0\{0}, and NN0 \{0}. In the last example we consider
only sequences with )nite support (�1; �2; : : : ; �i; : : :), i.e. �i =0 after some index. Also,
we order the last semigroup lexicographically from the right. The reader can )nd other
semigroups satisfying these conditions.
We shall consider �-graded Lie superalgebras L=

⊕
�∈� L�, where the decomposition

into the even and odd components L=L+
⊕

L− is in accordance with the �-grading
L+ =

⊕
�∈�+

L�; L− =
⊕

�∈�− L�. Note that the universal enveloping algebra U (L) is

graded by the monoid E�=� ∪ {0}. Condition (5) can be written in another way: the
order on � is extended to E� by setting �¿ 0 iF �∈�, this explains the term positive.
The following grading is a particular case of our grading: �=T×Z2, where T is some
semigroup and Z2 = {E0; E1}, �+ =T × E0; �− =T × E1. Such a grading was considered
in [9,10]. All further considerations can be automatically transferred to colour Lie
superalgebras [3].
We consider the semigroup algebra Q[ E�], whose basis consists of symbols e�; �∈ E�

with the multiplication rule e� · e	 = e�+	; �; 	∈ E�. By a �-grading of a vector space
V =

⊕
�∈� V� (or a set X =

⋃
�∈� X�, the union being disjoint) we additionally mean

that all components are )nite dimensional ()nite). Let Q[[ E�]] be the completion of
the semigroup algebra, it consists of formal in)nite sums {∑�∈ E� h�e� | h� ∈Q}. If
V =

⊕
�∈ E� V� is a E�-graded space (or a set), we de)ne its character:

ch V =ch E� V =
∑
�∈ E�

dim V�e� ∈Q[[ E�]]:

It is convenient to use another basis in the semigroup algebra E� = �(�)e�; �∈ E�,
and de)ne superdimension as sdim V� = �(�) dim V�; �∈ E�. Characters can be also
written as

ch V =
∑
�∈ E�

dim V�e� =
∑
�∈ E�

sdim V�E�:
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We introduce operators of dilatation, twisted dilatation, and re4ection, acting on
Q[[ E�]]:

∑
�∈ E�

f�e�


(m)

=
∑
�∈ E�

f�em�; m∈N;


∑

�∈ E�

f�E�


[m]

=
∑
�∈ E�

f�Em�; m∈N;


∑

�∈ E�

f�e�


[−]

=
∑
�∈ E�

�(�)f�e�:

The following properties of these operators are easily checked.

Lemma 2.1. (1) f(1) =f; f[1] =f;
(2) Dilatation f �→ f(m); twisted dilatation f �→ f[m]; and re4ection f �→ f[−]; are

endomorphisms of the algebra Q[[ E�]];
(3) (f(a))(b) = (f(b))(a) =f(ab); (f[a])[b] = (f[b])[a] =f[ab]; where f∈Q[[ E�]]; a; b∈N;
(3) (

∑
�∈ E� h�e�)[m] =

∑
�∈ E� h��(�)m+1em�; m∈N.

Proof. The last claim is enough to check for the basis elements

(e�)[m] = (�(�)E�)[m] = �(�)Em� = �(�)�(m�)em� = �(�)m+1em�:

We introduce the operator

Ef=exp

( ∞∑
m=1

1
m
f[m]

)
; E :Q[[�]] → 1 +Q[[�]]:

By the )niteness condition it is well de)ned and it is multiplicative, i.e. E(f1 +
f2)=E(f1) · E(f2); f1; f2 ∈Q[[�]].
Suppose that L=

⊕
�∈� L� is a �-graded Lie superalgebra. PoincarJe–BirkhoF–Witt

theorem implies the following relation between characters (diFerent versions of this
formula are well known [24]):

ch E� U (L)=

∏
�∈�−(1 + e�)dimL�∏
�∈�+

(1− e�)dimL�
: (1)

Lemma 2.2. Let L be a �-graded Lie superalgebra. Then

ch E� U (L)=E ch� L=exp

( ∞∑
m=1

1
m

ch[m]� L

)
:
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Proof. We use (1), expansion of the logarithm and the twisted dilatation

chU (L) =

∏
�∈�−(1 + e�)dimL�∏
�∈�+

(1− e�)dimL�
=
∏
�∈�

(1− E�)−sdimL�

= exp

(
−
∑
�∈�

sdim L� ln(1− E�)

)

= exp

(∑
�∈�

sdim L�

∞∑
m=1

Em�

m

)
=exp

( ∞∑
m=1

1
m

∑
�∈�

sdimL�Em�

)

= exp

( ∞∑
m=1

1
m
ch[m] L

)
=E ch L:

As an important case we consider gradings by the monoid E�=NI
0, where I = I+ ∪

I−; I is )nite or countable. We denote �i =(: : : ; 0; 1; 0; : : :), with unit on the ith place,
i∈ I . We construct � : NI

0 → {±1} by setting: �(�i)= 1; i∈ I+, and �(�i)=−1; i∈ I−.
If we denote ti = e�i ; i∈ I , then the algebra Q[[ E�]] turns into the formal power se-
ries ring Q[[t]] =Q[[ti | i∈ I ]], the image of Q[[�]] will be denoted by Q[[t]]0. We
set �(ti)= �(�i)∈{±1}; i∈ I , and the variables ti are divided into even i∈ I+ and
odd i∈ I−; this partition is important for E. We will write an arbitrary series as
�(t)=�(ti | i∈ I)∈Q[[t]]. Since a sequence �=

∑
i∈I mi�i ∈NI

0 has only )nitely many
nonzero mi, we denote t� =

∏
i∈I t

mi
i . Now formula (1) for E reads as

E : �(t)=
∑

�∈NI
0\{0}

b�t� ∈Q[[t]]0; b� ∈N0; �→

E(�(t))=
∑
�∈NI

0

a�t� =
∏

�∈NI
0\{0}

1
(1− �(�)t�)�(�)b�

:

Corollary 2.1. Let �(t)=�(ti | i∈ I)∈Q[[t]]. Then the twisted dilatation and E are
equal to

�[m](t)=�|(ti=�(ti)m+1tmi | i∈I); �(t)∈Q[[t]];

E(�)(t)= exp

( ∞∑
m=1

1
m
�|(ti=�(ti)m+1tmi | i∈I)

)
; �(t)∈Q[[t]]0:

Proof. The twisted dilatation is an endomorphism, hence we can check our formula
for variables. By Lemma 2.1 (ti)[m] = (e�i)[m] = �(�i)m+1em�i = �(ti)m+1tmi .

The grading by NI
0 appears in the following case. Let X = {xi | i∈ I}; I = I+∪ I− be

an at most countable generating set for a superalgebra A=A+⊕A−. Suppose that A is
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multihomogeneous with respect to X . In particular, this is the case, if A is a relatively
free superalgebra of some variety with the generating set X =X+ ∪ X−. In this case
the grading is de)ned by setting xi ∈A�i ; �i =(: : : ; 0; 1; 0; : : :)∈NI

0; �(�i)= 1; i∈ I+;
�(�i)=− 1; i∈ I−. In this case the coeLcients of the character reMect the occurrence
of elements xi in subspaces (or monomials). Thus, we call the character by the
Hilbert–Poincar7e series. Let W ⊂ A be a homogeneous subspace then we denote

H(W; t)=HX (W; t)=HX (W; ti | i∈ I)= chW =
∑
�∈NI

0

dim(W�)t�:

Similar de)nition applies to sets of monomials.
Now let Y ⊂ L be a not necessarily homogeneous subset in a �-graded vector space

L=
⊕

�∈� L�; � satisfying conditions (1)–(5). For v∈L we consider its decomposition
into homogeneous components v= v1+v2+· · ·+vn; vi ∈L�i ; �1 ¡�2 ¡ · · ·¡�n; vn �=0;
in this case we write deg v= �n; gr v= vn. We de)ne

gr Y = {gr y |y∈Y}=
⋃
�∈�

gr� Y; where gr� Y =gr Y ∩ L�; �∈�;

ch� Y =ch� (gr Y )=
∑
�∈�

|gr� Y |e�:

Given a subspace V ⊂ L one has the )ltration V� =V ∩ (
⊕

	6� L	); �∈�. Also,
denote V�− =V ∩ (

⊕
	¡� L	). Let

gr V =
⊕
�∈�

gr� V; gr� V = {gr v | v∈V; deg v= �} ∪ {0} ∼= V�=V �−

denote the associated graded space. In the nonhomogeneous case we de)ne characters
as

ch� V =ch(gr V )=
∑
�∈�

dimK (gr� V )e�;

ch� L=V =ch(L=gr V )=
∑
�∈�

dimK (L�=gr� V ) e�:
(2)

3. Schreier’s formula for graded free Lie superalgebras

Subalgebras of free Lie algebras are free by the results of Shirshov [21] and Witt
[23]. In case of the free Lie superalgebras L=L0

⊕
L1, all homogeneous subalgebras

H =H0
⊕

H1 ⊂ L are free, and in the case L0 =H0; dim L1=H1 ¡∞ there exists an
analogue of Schreier’s formula [11,3] An appropriate Schreier’s formula was found
for free Lie algebras in terms of formal power series [16]. Now we establish a more
general result.

Theorem 3.1. Let L be a free Lie superalgebra generated by a �-graded set
X =

⋃
�∈� X�; where the semigroup � satis1es conditions (1)–(5). Suppose that H is a
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subalgebra. Then it has a set of free generators Y with

ch� Y − 1= (ch� X − 1) · E(ch� L=H):

If H is homogeneous; then any homogeneous set of free generators satis1es this
equality.

We )rst consider a special case.

Lemma 3.1. Let L be a free Lie superalgebra generated by a set X =
⋃

�∈� X�. Sup-
pose that H ⊂ L is a homogeneous subalgebra with L=H

⊕〈Z〉K ; Z ⊂ X; |Z |¡∞.
Then H has a free homogeneous generating set Y with

ch� Y − 1= (ch� X − 1) · E(ch� L=H):

Proof. We prove our statement by induction on |Z |. Let Z = {z}; z ∈X�. There are
two cases. First, �∈�+, then ch L=H = e�; E(ch L=H)= 1=(1 − e�). Subalgebra H is
freely generated by the following set [2]:

Y = {[x; zm] | x∈X \ {z}; m=0; 1; 2; : : :}; (3)

where [x; zm] = [ : : : [x; z]; : : : ; z]︸ ︷︷ ︸
m times

. Then Y is homogeneous with

ch Y = ch(X \ {z}) · (1 + e� + e2� + · · ·+ em� + · · ·)

= (ch X − e�)
1

1− e�
=(ch X − 1 + (1− e�))

1
1− e�

= 1 + (ch X − 1)
1

1− e�
=1 + (ch X − 1) · E(ch L=H)

and the desired formula is valid for this particular case.
Second, let �∈�−, then H is freely generated by the homogeneous elements [3,11]

Y = {x; [x; z] | x∈X \{z}} ∪ {[z; z]}: (4)

In this case E(ch L=H)= 1 + e�. Then

ch Y = ch(X \{z}) · (1 + e�) + e2� =(ch X − 1 + (1− e�)) · (1 + e�) + e2�

= 1 + (ch X − 1) · E(ch L=H):

Now suppose that |Z |¿ 1, take z ∈Z and Z ′ =Z\{z}. Then H ′ =H
⊕〈Z ′〉K is a

subalgebra of codimension one. By the construction above, this subalgebra is free and
has a free homogeneous generating set Y ′. We apply the inductive hypothesis to the
inclusion H ⊂ H ′, which gives us a free homogeneous generating set Y for H . We
have also

ch Y ′ − 1= (ch X − 1) · E(ch L=H ′);

ch Y − 1= (ch Y ′ − 1) · E(chH ′=H):
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Finally, we apply the multiplicative property of E

ch Y − 1 = (ch X − 1) · E(ch L=H ′) · E(chH ′=H)

= (ch X − 1) · E(ch L=H ′ + chH ′=H)= (ch X − 1) · E(ch L=H)

and the inductive step is proved.

Lemma 3.2. Let a set X =
⋃

�∈� X� generates a free Lie superalgebra H; where the
semigroup � satis1es conditions (1)–(3). Then

ch� X =1− 1
E ch� H

:

Proof. It is well known, that the universal enveloping algebra U (H) is isomorphic to
the free associative algebra K〈X 〉, generated by set X . Using Lemma 2.2 we obtain

chU (H)= chK〈X 〉=
∞∑
n=0

(ch X )n =
1

1− ch X
;

E chH =
1

1− ch X
;

ch� X =1− 1
E ch� H

:

Proof of Theorem 3.1. First, we suppose that H and its free generating set Y are ho-
mogeneous. We remark that ch Y =ch(H=[H;H ]). Therefore, we can prove our formula
for a specially constructed free homogeneous generating set Y . In our construction we
follow [2].
By assumption, L=

⊕
�∈� L�; H =

⊕
�∈� H� where H� =H ∩ L�; �∈�. In gen-

eral, we denote W� =W ∩ L�; �∈�; W being a homogeneous subspace or subset.
By the )niteness condition and assumption that |X�|¡∞, �∈� we also see that
dimL� ¡∞; �∈�. Let us introduce the series of subalgebras

H (�) =
⊕
�6�

H�

⊕⊕
�¿�

L�; �∈�;

H (�−) =
⊕
�¡�

H�

⊕⊕
�¿�

L�; �∈�:

Then H =
⋂

�∈� H (�). Suppose that we have constructed for any H (�) a free homo-
geneous generating set Y (�) such that for any 	¡� one has Y (�)

� =Y (	)
� ; �6 	. Then

Y =
⋃

�∈� Y (�)
� is a free generating set for H . Indeed, let R(Y ) be a basis family on Y .

If some monomials of R(Y ) are linearly dependent then this is the linear dependence
among the basis family for some Y (�), a contradiction with the fact that Y (�) freely
generates H (�). Let us consider a set Ỹ which is in one-to-one correspondence with Y
and construct the free Lie algebra F(Ỹ ), which basis consists of elements R(Ỹ ). We
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have the natural homomorphism F(Ỹ ) → L under which the basis of F(Ỹ ) is mapped
onto the basis of H . Therefore, H ∼= F(Ỹ ).

Let us establish existence of the sets Y (�) by trans)nite induction. Suppose that for
any �¡� these sets are constructed. If there exists a maximal 	 among {�∈� | �¡�}
then H (�−) =H (	) and this algebra is generated by Y (	). In case that such maximal
element does not exist we consider all Y (�); �¡�. By our construction (Lemma 2.1
and the induction step below) Y (�) is obtained by 1) deleting some elements from
Y (�−)
� and 2) adding some elements in components of type �1 +m�; m¿ 1. Now, take

arbitrary *¿ �, by the )niteness condition, there exists +(*)=max{� | *= �1+�; �¡�}.
If we choose 	 with +(*)¡	¡� then on the 	th step changes cannot occur in
the *th component. Hence, after � we have the following stabilization in components
Y (+(*))
* =Y (	)

* for +(*)6 	¡�. We set

Y (�−) =
⋃
�¡�

Y (�)
�

⋃
*¿�

Y (+(*))
* :

Suppose that we have a )nite subset Ỹ ⊂ Y (�−) lying in components �1; : : : ; �s+t

with �1 ¡ · · ·¡�s ¡�6 �s+1 ¡ · · ·¡�s+t . Then for -=max{�s; +(�s+1); : : : ; +(�s+t)}
we have Ỹ ⊂ Y (-). Then the above arguments prove that Y (�−) is the free generating
set for H (�−).
We temporarily consider that L=H (�−); H =H (�). In this case we have H� =L�;

� �= �, L� =H�
⊕ EL�, where EL� is a complement of the vector subspace. Our goal

now is to construct a free generating set Y for H with Y� =X�; �¡�. Let G be the
homogeneous subalgebra in H generated by

⋃
�¡� X�. Since X is the free generat-

ing set for L, we have L� = 〈X�〉K
⊕

G�. Also, G� ⊂ H� and by the modularity law
H� =(〈X�〉K ∩H�)

⊕
G�. In the vector space 〈X�〉K we take another basis EX � =P ∪ Z

such that 〈 EX �〉K ∩ H� = 〈P〉K . If we also set EX � =X�; � �= � then EX =
⋃

�∈�
EX � is a

free generating set for L. Remark also that L=H
⊕〈Z〉K and Z ⊂ EX . So, we are in

position to apply Lemma 3.1. By our construction, EX is a free homogeneous generating
set for L with ch EX =ch X . We apply Lemma 3.1 and obtain a free generating set Y
for H with

ch Y − 1= (ch EX − 1) · E(ch L=H)= (ch X − 1) · E(ch L=H): (5)

Since Z ⊂ L� and � is positive, we see that the iteration of the process (3) or (4)
in the proof of Lemma 3.1 gives us Y� = EX � =X�; �¡�. We return to our chain of
subalgebras and see that Y (�) is constructed. This is our induction step. Therefore, there
exists the desired chain Y (�); �∈�.
As it was proved above, there exists a free homogeneous generating set Y =

⋃
�∈� Y�

for H . We choose homogeneous bases in each component

L� =H�

⊕
H ′

�; H� = 〈ap |p∈P�〉K ; H ′
� = 〈bq | q∈Q�〉K ; �∈�:

We consider that the sets P=
⋃

�∈� P�; Q=
⋃

�∈� Q� are well-ordered. By PoincarJe–
BirkhoF–Witt theorem the basis of the universal enveloping algebra is as follows:

U (L)= {an1
p1
· · · ans

ps
bm1
q1 · · · bmt

qt |p1 ¡ · · ·¡ps; q1 ¡ · · ·¡qt};
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U (H)= {an1
p1
· · · ans

ps
|p1 ¡ · · ·¡ps};

ni; mj ∈
{{0; 1; 2; : : :}; api ; bqj ∈L+;

{0; 1}; api ; bqj ∈L−:

The product of b’s is formed in the same way as the basis of the universal enveloping
algebra. Hence, we can apply Lemma 2.2 and compute characters

chU (L)= chU (H) · E(ch L=H);

1
1− ch X

=
1

1− ch Y
· E(ch L=H);

ch Y − 1= (ch X − 1) · E(ch L=H):

(6)

The desired formula is now proved for the homogeneous subalgebra H .
Now we suppose that H ⊂ L is an arbitrary subalgebra. We consider the associated

graded subspace

grH =
⊕
�∈�

gr� H; gr� H = {gr h | h∈H; deg h= �} ∪ {0} ∼= H�=H�−; �∈�:

(7)

We observe that grH is a homogeneous subalgebra. Then the above arguments yield a
homogeneous free generating set EY for grH with ch EY −1= (ch X −1) ·E(ch(L=grH)).
By (7) there exists Y ⊂ H with EY =gr Y and we have the bijection Y → EY .

First, we check that Y generates H . If it is not the case, then we can )nd a mini-
mal �∈� such that there exists a∈H�, and a cannot be expressed via Y . We ob-
serve that gr a∈ gr� H and gr a=f( Ey i1 ; : : : ; Ey is); Ey ij ∈ EY , for some Lie polynomial f.
Then a′ = a − f(yi1 ; : : : ; yis)∈H�− and by minimality of � the element a′ can be
expressed via Y , this leads to a contradiction. Let R(Y )=

⋃
�∈� R�(Y ) be a basis fam-

ily consisting of monomials in Y [3] with R�(Y )= {a∈R(Y ) | deg a= �}, and the or-
der being an extension of the order on �. This family is in bijective correspondence
with R( EY )=

⋃
�∈� R�( EY ), R�( EY )=R( EY )∩ L�. Under the isomorphism of vector spaces

H�=H�− → gr� H the set R�(Y ) is mapped onto R�( EY ). This proves that R(Y ) is lin-
early independent, thus Y is the free generating set for H ; evidently ch Y =ch EY . Also,
by de)nition (2), ch(L=H)= ch(L=grH). Finally, we have

ch(Y )− 1 = ch( EY )− 1= (ch X − 1) · E(ch(L=grH))

= (ch X − 1) · E(ch(L=H)):

Remark. If we present Schreier’s formula as (6) then we can interpret it as a kind of
denominator identity for enveloping algebras [8–10]. Other approach was used in [16]
to establish it for free Lie algebras and grading by �=N. It is also possible to apply
that method in our case. Namely, one can trace the change of characters for Y (�) in
the induction step (5).

We shall need one lemma.
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Lemma 3.3. Let L=L(X ) be a free Lie superalgebra generated by a set X =
⋃

�∈� X�;
where the semigroup � satis1es conditions (1)–(3). Let L=L1 ⊃ L2 ⊃ · · · be the lower
central series and L=

⊕∞
n=1 Ln the respective gradation. Then

ch� Ln =
1
n

∑
a|n

3(a)(ch[a]� X )n=a;

where 3(n) is the M9obius function.

Proof. We proceed as in the proof of Witt’s formula by means of Lyndon–Shirshov’s
basis [3]. One de)nes the cyclic conjugation on words as *(xi1xi2 · · · xia)= xi2 · · · xiaxi1 .
Let Wa be the set of all regular words in X of length a. It is well known, that for each
associative X -word v of length m there exist a unique w∈Wb and l∈{0; 1; : : : ; b− 1}
such that v= *l(wm=b) [3]. Hence, we can present the character of the set of all asso-
ciative X -words of length m in two ways

(ch X )m =
∑
b|m

b · ch(m=b)(Wb):

Since the dilatation is an endomorphism we compute∑
a|n

3(a)((ch X )n=a)(a) =
∑
a|n

3(a)
∑

b|(n=a)
b · (ch(n=a=b)(Wb))(a)

=
∑
b|n

b ch(n=b)(Wb)
∑

a|(n=b)
3(a)= n ch(1) Wn;

chWn =
1
n

∑
a|n

3(a)(ch(a) X )n=a (8)

because
∑

c|n 3(c)= 0 for n¿ 1. One of the bases for free Lie superalgebras consists of
1) regular words, and 2) elements [z; z], where z is regular and z ∈L− [3]. Let n be odd,
then the basis for Ln consists of only regular elements, and ch(a) X =ch[a] X , a being
odd. Hence, (8) yields the desired formula. Now let n=2n0, and denote by Wn0 ;− the
subset of odd elements in Wn0 . Denote f+ = ch X+, f− =ch X−, then ch X =f+ +f−
and using (8) we compute characters

chWn =
1
n

∑
a|n

3(a)(f(a)
+ + f(a)

− )n=a; (9)

chWn0 =
1
n0

∑
b|n0

3(b)(f(b)
+ + f(b)

− )n0=b;

chWn0 ;− =
1
2
(chWn0 − (chWn0 )

[−])

=
1
2n0

∑
b|n0

3(b)((f(b)
+ + f(b)

− )n0=b − (f(b)
+ + (−1)bf(b)

− )n0=b);
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ch(2) Wn0 ;− =
1
2n0

∑
b|n0 ;b odd

3(b)((f(2b)
+ + f(2b)

− )n0=b − (f(2b)
+ − f(2b)

− )n0=b)

=−1
n

∑
a|n;a even

3(a)((f(a)
+ + f(a)

− )n=a − (f(a)
+ − f(a)

− )n=a): (10)

Now by construction of the basis, (9) and (10) we have

ch Ln = chWn + ch(2) Wn0 ;−

=
1
n

∑
a|n;a odd

3(a)(f(a)
+ + f(a)

− )n=a +
1
n

∑
a|n;a even

3(a)(f(a)
+ − f(a)

− )n=a

=
1
n

∑
a|n

3(a)(ch[a] X )n=a:

4. Characters and Hilbert–Poincar%e series for solvable Lie (super)algebras

We apply Theorem 3.1 to study some solvable Lie (super)algebras. Recall that the
variety of (Lie) (super)algebras is a class of all (Lie) (super)algebras that satisfy some
set of (graded or nongraded) identical relations. If L is a Lie (super)algebra then the
lower central series is de)ned by the iteration L1 =L; Li+1 = [L; Li]; i=1; 2; : : : : Now
L is called the nilpotent of class s iF Ls+1 = {0}; Ls �= {0}. All Lie algebras nilpotent of
class s form the variety denoted by Ns. This notation we also shall use for the variety
of nilpotent Lie superalgebras of class s. Recall that L is polynilpotent with a tuple
(sq; : : : ; s2; s1) iF there exists a chain of ideals 0=Lq+1 ⊂ Lq ⊂ · · · ⊂ L2 ⊂ L1 =L with
Li=Li+1 ∈Nsi ; i=1; : : : ; q. All polynilpotent Lie (super)algebras with the )xed tuple
(sq; : : : ; s2; s1) form the variety denoted by Nsq : : :Ns2Ns1 . In the case sq = · · ·= s1 = 1
one has the variety Aq of solvable Lie (super)algebras of length q.
If M is a variety of Lie superalgebras then by F(M; X ); X =X+∪X− we denote its

free algebra, generated by X . Suppose X+ = {xi | i∈ I+}, X− = {xj | j∈ I−}. Recall that
F(M; X ) is the algebra generated by X and such that for all H =H+

⊕
H− ∈M and

any yi ∈H+; i∈ I+; yj ∈H−; j∈ I−, there exists a homomorphism � :F(M; X ) → H
with �(xi)=yi; i∈ I+ ∪ I−. For the theory of varieties of Lie algebras see the
monograph [2].
One veri)es that each polynilpotent Lie (super)algebra is solvable, i.e. belongs to

some Aq for a suLciently large q. So, by studying free polynilpotent Lie algebras we
study )rst, some solvable algebras. Second, in this setting, as a particular case, includes
free solvable algebras F(Aq; X ).

Denote by 3(∗) the MQobius function.

Theorem 4.1. Suppose that L=F(Nsq : : :Ns1 ; X ) is a free polynilpotent Lie super-
algebra generated by a �-graded set X =

⋃
�∈� X�; where the semigroup � satis-
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1es conditions (1)–(5). We de1ne characters gi; fi ∈Q[[�]]; i=0; : : : ; q by setting
g0 = 0; f0 = ch� X; and

gi = gi−1 +
si∑

m=1

1
m

∑
a|m

3(a)(f[a]
i−1)

m=a; 16 i6 q;

fi =1 + (ch� X − 1) · E(gi); 16 i6 q;

then ch� L= gq:

Proof. Suppose that F is the free Lie superalgebra generated by X and consider the
series of ideals

F(0) =F; F(i) = (F(i−1))si ; i=1; 2; : : : ; q:

Suppose that F(i) has a free homogeneous generating set Y(i), i=0; 1; : : : ; q. Let us
prove by induction on i that

ch Y(i) =fi; ch(F=F(i))= gi; i=0; 1; : : : ; q: (11)

If i=0 then ch Y(0) =f0 = ch X , ch(F=F(0))= g0 = 0. Suppose that (11) is valid for
i= n−1, n¿ 1. Remark that F(n−1)=F(n) is the free nilpotent Lie superalgebra of class
sn and the natural image of Y(n−1) is the free generating set for it. Using Lemma 3.3
and the inductive assumption we obtain

ch(F=F(n)) = ch(F=F(n−1)) + ch(F(n−1)=F(n))

= gn−1 +
sn∑

m=1

1
m

∑
a|m

3(a)(f[a]
n−1)

m=a = gn:

By Theorem 3.1

ch Y(n) = 1 + (ch X − 1) · E(ch(F=F(n)))

= 1 + (ch X − 1) · E(gn)=fn

thus yielding the inductive step.
Finally, we observe that L ∼= F=F(q) and ch L= gq, the assertion is proved.

Corollary 4.1. Suppose that L=F(Nsq : : :Ns1 ; X ) is a free polynilpotent Lie superal-
gebra generated by a 1nite or countable set X = {xi | i∈ I}; where I = I+ ∪ I− and
X+ = {xi | i∈ I+}; X− = {xj | j∈ I−} are even and odd generators; respectively. We de-
1ne series gi(t); fi(t)∈Q[[t]]; i=0; : : : ; q by setting g0(t)= 0; f0(t)=

∑
i∈I ti; and

gi(t)= gi−1(t) +
si∑

m=1

1
m

∑
a|m

3(a)(f[a]
i−1(t))

m=a; 16 i6 q;

fi(t)= 1 +

(∑
i∈I

ti − 1

)
· E(gi(t)); 16 i6 q:

Then HX (L; t)= gq(t):
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Let us consider the case of )nitely generated Lie algebras, i.e. X =X+ = {xi; : : : ; xk},
and set t1 = · · ·= tk = t in the above series, then we obtain as a particular case formulas
of [16]. This series also describes the ranks of the lower central series factors for free
polynilpotent groups [16]. These numbers were also studied earlier in terms of some
recurrent formulae [6].
Let us consider an example. The variety for tuple (1; d) is also denoted by ANd.

Corollary 4.2 (Petrogradsky [16]). Let L=F(ANd; k). Then

H(L; t) =  k(1)t +  k(2)t2 + · · ·+  k(d)td + 1

+
kt − 1

(1− t) k (1)(1− t2) k (2) · · · (1− td) k (d)
;

where  k(m)= 1=m
∑

a|m 3(m=a)ka.

Also, there exist Schreier’s formulae for free Lie p-algebras [16] and p-super-
algebras [5].

5. Complexity functions and exponential Schreier’s formula

The goal of the last two sections is to present in a short way similar results on
exponential generating functions for free Lie algebras, and solvable Lie algebras. Proofs
are similar to those of the previous sections and may be found in [17].
Let V be a variety of Lie algebras, and suppose that F(V; X ) is its free algebra gen-

erated by a countable set X = {xi | i∈N}. Denote by Pn(V) ⊂ F(V; X ) the subspace of
all multilinear elements in {x1; : : : ; xn} and consider the codimension growth sequence
cn(V)= cn(F(V; X ); X )= dimK Pn(V); n=1; 2; : : : ; which is an important characteristic
of the variety V. Razmyslov introduced the complexity function

C(V; z)=
∞∑
n=1

cn(V)
n!

zn; z ∈C:

This notion allowed him to reformulate the upper bound on the codimension growth
of varieties of Lie algebras due to Grishkov in the following better way.

Theorem 5.1 (Razmyslov [18]). Let V be a nontrivial variety of Lie algebras. Then
C(V; z) is an entire function of the complex variable.

The complexity function is one of the many examples of exponential generating
functions [7]. We consider complexity functions in a more general situation. Suppose
that we are given a set A of monomials in letters X = {xi | i∈N}. For any set of
distinct elements X̃ = {xi1 ; : : : ; xin} ⊂ X we denote by Pn(A; X̃ ) the set of all multilinear
elements of degree n on X̃ belonging to A. Suppose that the number of elements
cn(A; X̃ ) does not depend on the choice of X̃ , but depends only on n. In this case we
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write cn(A)= cn(A; X̃ ) and say that A is X -uniform and de)ne the complexity function
with respect to X :

CX (A; z)=
∞∑
n=1

cn(A)
n!

zn; z ∈C;

(where the sum is taken from n=0; c0 = 1 for associative algebras and groupoids with
unity). Remark that A need not necessarily consist of multilinear elements. Often we
omit the variable z and (or) the set X (if it is clear what set is used) and write
CX (A; z)=C(A). The same way the complexity function is de)ned for homogeneous
subspaces.
Now consider the case of an algebra generated by X = {xi | i∈N}, this algebra being

multihomogeneous with respect to X . In this case we de)ne the complexity function
for a multihomogeneous subspace A in the same way.
Let us consider some examples. Suppose that X is a countable set and A=A(X )

is the free associative algebra and L=L(X ) is the free Lie algebra. One can easily
compute

CX (A; z)=
∞∑
n=0

zn =
1

1− z
;

CX (L; z)=
∞∑
n=1

zn

n
=− ln(1− z);

C(Ns; z)=
s∑

n=1

zn

n
:

The following statement is an exponential version of Schreier’s formula for free Lie
algebras.

Theorem 5.2 (Petrogradsky [17]). Let L be a free Lie algebra with a countable gen-
erating set X . Suppose that H is an X -uniform subalgebra. Then H has a uniform
set of free generators; and for any such set Y one has

CX (Y; z)− 1= (z − 1) · exp(CX (L=H; z)):

6. Explicit formulae for complexity functions

By exponential Schreier’s formula we can easily derive the following two results.
Suppose that M;V are varieties of Lie algebras. Then M · V is the class of all Lie
algebras L such that there exists an ideal H ⊂ L with H ∈M; L=H ∈V [2].

Theorem 6.1 (Petrogradsky [17]). Suppose that M · V is a product of multihomoge-
neous varieties of Lie algebras. Then

C(M · V; z)=C(V; z) + C(M; 1 + (z − 1) exp(C(V; z))):
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For example, V=Nsq : : :Ns1 is the product V=Nsq · : : : ·Ns2 ·Ns1 , in particular, the
variety Aq of solvable Lie algebras of length q is presented as Aq =A · : : : · A︸ ︷︷ ︸

q times

.

Theorem 6.2 (Petrogradsky [17]). Suppose that V=Nsq : : :Ns1 . We de1ne
functions

	1(z)=
s1∑

m=1

zm

m
;

	i(z)= 	i−1(z) +
si∑

m=1

(1 + (z − 1) exp(	i−1(z)))m

m
; 26 i6 q:

Then C(V; z)= 	q(z):

Corollary 6.1 (Petrogradsky [17]).

C(ANd; z)= z +
z2

2
+ · · ·+ zd

d
+ 1 + (z − 1) exp

(
z +

z2

2
+ · · ·+ zd

d

)
: (12)

Corollary 6.2 (Petrogradsky [13]). The variety of solvable Lie algebras Aq has the
following complexity function:

C(Aq; z)= 	q(z);

where

	1(z)= z; 	i+1(z)= 	i(z) + 1 + (z − 1) exp(	i(z)); i=1; 2; : : : :

These explicit formulas allow us to obtain asymptotics for the codimension growth
sequence cn(V) for solvable varieties Aq [17], or more generally, for polynil-
potent varieties of Lie algebras. Some of these asymptotics are better than those found
before [13].
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